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SUMMARY

Two closely related experiments were performed on moving-base sim-

ulators to investigate the effects on pilot tracking performance and dy-

namic behavior of various types of motion-reducing drive logic (washout

filters). The basic piloting task was to follow an evasive (randomly

rolling) target while suppressing gust disturbances due to its wake. A

dual-input technique produced behavioral data (describing functions) and

performance data (error and control scores), which revealed how pilo's

used the visual and motion cues. Subjective data were also gathered on

the realism of the resulting motion cues.

Experiment I was performed on the AFAMRL Dynamic Environment Simula-

tor (DES) in the roll degree of freedom only. To investigate tilt cue

effects the G vector was oriented either normally (pilot erect, tilt cue

present) or 90 degrees nose-up (pilot supine, no tilt cue). The experi-

ment included using full motion and the following washout filter condi-

tions: second- and first-order, attenuated first-order, attenuated, and

static (fixed-base). Four non-military-pilot subjects were carefully

trained to asymptotic performance, and all showed remarkably consistent

describing functions, and similar error and control scores. It was

clearly shown that the roll-rate motion cues helped the subjects to

resist gust disturbances, but that they had small effects on target

tracking errors. The describing functions showed that tilt cues were

used when available to stabilize low-frequency motions, but that they

gave only small improvements in error scores. The optimum roll-only

drive logic (with respect to achieving full-motion-like flight control

behavior, reduced roll movements, and acceptable motion cue fidelity)

was the combined attenuation and first-order filter condition.

Experiment II, using the same task and dynamics as Experiment I, was

performed in the Large Amplitude Multimode Aerospace Research Simulator

(LAMARS) of the Flight Dynamics Laboratory. The objectives were to:

a) compare the roll-only results on LAMARS, using four experienced
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fighter pilots, with the nonpilot results on the DES; and b) investigate

the degree to which the spurious G-vector tilt cue can be coordinated

out by limited sway axis motion. The large lateral aircraft motions

which would normally result from rolling maneuvers were reduced by high-

pass sway washout filters of second-order form with adjustable break

frequency, wy; damping ratio, y = 0.7; and adjustable attenuation

factor, Ky. A range of Ky and wy was explored, from which example data

are shown. A nonlinear (adaptive time varying) washout was developed

and tested wherein wy was continuously adjusted so as to permit correct

cues for small roll activity, while reducing the Lravel peaks for large

roll angles. Reshaping the forcing functions was also investigated.

The results of Experiment II showed: a) excellent agreement with the

Experiment I data from non-pilot subjects; b) most tracking performance

and behavioral parameters were not significantly affected by various

degrees of sway washout; c) pilot commentary became more consistent -id

adverse as the spurious side-force peaks exceeded about 0.1 Gy; and d)

a mapping of specific problems as a function of wy vs. Ky. The Experi-

ment II results imply that: a) non-pilots can be used in motion cue

research, provided they are trained very thoroughly; and b) that almost

any translational washout that keeps flight simulator motions within

±10 ft or less will have annoyingly unrealistic motion or artifacts when

large maneuvers are simulated.



PREFACE

This report concludes a project to improve the validity of flight

motion simulation. The usefulness of motion simulation is hindered by

the necessary limits on travel. These limits are provided b drive-

logic "washout filters", generally selected from motion limiting con-

siderations at the expense of distorted motion cues. The approach taken

here was to seek the optimum drive logic which would reduce the motions

to a prescribed amount while preserving the pilot/vehicle tracking

performance and achieving realistic pilot dynamic behavior.

The research was performed jointly by the Air Force Aerospace Medi-

cal Research Laboratory (AMRL) at Wright-Patterson AFB (the sponsor) and

by Systems Technology, Inc. (STI) under Contract F33615-77-C-0508. The

AMRL provided the test facilities and tracking apparatus as well as the

pilots. It also performed raw data collection and reduction, and test

support at all levels, including portions of the report. STI helped

AMRL to design the experiments and it developed the various test condi-

tions and tracking tasks, models and parameters, provided test assis-

tance, analyzed and interpreted the results, and prepared most of the

report.

The AMRL personnel were Andrew Junker, who initiated the research,

executed Experiment I, and planned Experiment II; and Grant McMillan,

who made significant uontributions to Experiment II and the final

report. The principal STI investigators were Henry Jex and Raymond

Magdaleno, at all stages, with contributions from John Sinacori in the

planning stages and Wayne Jewell during Experiment II, who also devel-

oped the nonlinear sway filter scheme tested herein. Thanks are due to

the exceptional support given by Marvin Rourke (then at Systems Research

Lab.) for the software to run the experiments, and to Jim Ater and

Warren Miller (then at AMRL) for smooth test operations. In the spirit

of collaborative research, the AF Flight Dynamics Branch's LAMARS

facility was made available for Experiment II of this AMRL project by

Paul Blatt, and creative support was provided there by John Bankovskis

and the LAMARS operating staff. Finally, we all appreciate the dogged

devotion of the four anonymous non-pilots (who practiced for weeks to

achieve pilot-quality performance) and the four anonymous military

pilots at Wright Patterson AFB who found time to fit several days of

simulation runs among their otherwise busy schedules.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACXGROUND

Motion cues are often used in flight simulators in the hope of

enhancing the realism and validity of results with respect to free

flight. However, mechanical and cost constraints usually limit the

amount of rotary or translational motion that can be achieved. Various

types of drive logic (washout filters) are used between the computed

aircraft motions and the simulator servo drives to keep the motions

within these constraints. These tilters may distort the amplitude or

timing of motion cues compared to flight and, thereby, introduce

simulation artifacts which lessen the realism and distort the motion

cues sufficiently to reduce the validity of moving-base simulation.

Because moving-base simulators are expensive to acquire and operate, and

because their use in training applications must not result in a student

being trained to use the wrong cues, motion drive logic must be

carefully optimized to achieve a balance between realistic pilot/vehicle

behavior and large reductions in the true physical motions.

As part of a long-term research program on the basic effects and

optimization of motion simulator drive logic, the Air Force Aerospace

Medical Research Laboratory (AFAMRL) conducted two related experiments

on separate facilities at Wright-Patterson AFB (WPAFB):

* Experiment I was performed on the AFAMRL Dynamic
Environment Simulator (DES) in only the roll

degree of freedom to investigate the effects of
G-vector tilt cues and various types of washout
filters.

* Experiment II, using the same task and vehicle
dynamics as Experiment I, was performed in the
Large Amplitude Multimode Aerospace Research
Simulator (LAMARS) at the Flight Dynamics Lab
(FDL) in both roll and sway degrees of freedom to
investigate the degree to which the G-vector tilt
cue could be coordinated out, as in flight, by
limited sway motions from various filter combina-
tions. In addition, experienced military pilots
were used in Experiment II, to tie in results
with the Experiment I well-trained nonpilots.
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Because both experiments used common tasks and analysis procedures and

were progressive in experimental design, both are discussed in this

report. However, each was performed separately in time and facilities,

so each is covered by separate portions of this report.
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EXPERIMENT I - PURE ROLL MDTIONS AND G-VECTOR TILT

OBJECTIVES

Experiment I was conducted to define a pilot's use of motion cues in

moving-base simulators free to rotate only in the roll degree of free-

dom. This situation provides the pilot an intrinsically spurious roll

attitude or "tilt" cue. This effect can be reduced by "washing out" the

cab motion so the cab always tends to return to an upright orientation,

although this distorts the true angular rate motions. The optimization

of the washout filter to achieve the best compromise between realistic

roll rate cues and suppression of the spurious tilt cue is an important

facet of the ongoing research in the Dynamic Environment Simulator,

which is limited to pure roll and pitch motions at various steady

G-levels.

The basic objective was to determine what form and degree of washout

dynamics achieves the highest simulation realism, while engendering

true-to-life behavior of the pilot, and producing the correct perfor-

mance effects due to environmental stressors. Longer range objectives

include the possible correlation of these experiments with other ground-

based simulations and, later, with in-flight experiments.

To accomplish the above objectives this investigation had to con-

sider two basic problems in moving-base simulation: the use of motion

cues by the pilot in the actual ("real world") case and the effects of

spurious motion cues in modifying that usage in the simulator. A brief

examination of the piloting task involved in the first problem is useful

before proceeding to the second.

Consider a situation of primary interest to the Air Force--air-to-

air combat--and focus upon the pilot's response to the dynamic (non-

steady) components of motion. Assume that, initially, the pilot has his

wings lined up with those of a target aircraft that he perceives against
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a murky or nighttime background (no horizon visible). In this "impov-

erished display" situation he can visually perceive only the difference

(error) between the target's wings and his own. Further, the pilot has

two tasks to perform, often simultaneously:

a) Regulate (suppress) disturbances, e.g., due to
turbulence from the target's wingtip vortices.
In this task the pilot's role is to reduce mo-
tions, and if he suppresses the gusts well the
physical motions become smaller.

b) Track (follow) the target roll motions (e.g., by
keeping one's wings parallel with the target).

In this task the pilot's role is to reproduce
motions, and if he tracks well, the physical
motions become larger (i.e., they approach the
target motions).

In an operational environment where both inputs are present, the

pilot is faced with a continual conflict between suppressing disturbance

motions and following the target motions. The figure-of-merit (at least

in air combat and landing tasks) is primarily low roll error (and,

perhaps, limited roll acceleration or its rough equivalent, aileron

control deflection). Because multiple sensory feedbacks are involved,

with more than one input, the problem is a multiloop one, and this

greatly complicaLes the control system analysis, as well as the attempt

to infer the pilot's behavioral strategy (loop structure) and

parameters, as will be demonstrated.

Most of the earlier research in measuring the use of visual and

motion cues, such as that of Shirley (1968) and Stapleford et al. (1969)

tended to make either the target or disturbance input as dominant, such

that the possible cue conflicts were minimized. Stapleford et al., were

able to infer the separate visual and motion pathway dynamics by using

mathematically independent target and disturbance inputs comprising sums

of sinusoids interleaved in frequency and then interpolating between

frequencies to solve the simultaneous vector equations required to

untangle the loops (this process will be shown later herein). However,

these pioneering results were not fitted in any model form suitable for

efficient use. Thus, the secondary objectives of this program were to

10



improve the reduction and analysis of multisensory manual control data,

and to structure and model the results. Here, where the target

following and disturbance motions were comparable, in bandwidth and

amplitude, new techniques were required.

Such a situation seems natural for an optimal control model of the

human operator; and Levison et al. (1976, 1977), working with AMRL

experimenters, have put forth a first cut at just such a model. The

forcing functions were either target inputs or disturbances, and effects

similar to Stapleford's and Shirley's were obtained. Whether or not

their (implicitly) assumed feedback structure is generally valid is hard

to say without more data on the all-important dual-input case treated

here.

In another approach Zacharias and Young (1977) have addressed the

problem of sensory conflict of visual and vestibular sensors in conjunc-

tion with regulation of purely visual, purely motion, or conflicting cue

situations, and have suggested a cue-conflict-resolving model for the

human operator in the yaw-only degree of freedom. Testing the validity

of such cue-conflict-resolution approaches as these requires a very

solid data base against which to exercise one's model against, and this

is still largely lacking. In light of the above needs, a third

objective was to establish a very solid and comprehensive data base,

using inputs, controlled elements, and washouts that were analytically

tractable and fairly linear, so that future validation of cue-

utilization models would be facilitated.

APPROACH

As noted above, there were two facets of roll motion cue usage to be

investigated: "real-world" motion versus no motion and distortions of

real-world motion by various washout filters. In actual flight, where

bank angles result in lateral acceleration of the aircraft, there is no

lateral specific force. Thus, haptic or vestibular sensors cannot be

used to detect the true vertical. A set of realistic rolling cues was

simulated by tipping the roll axis of the DES 90 deg nose upward so that
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the spurious tilt cues were absent. This "full motion at 90 deg

inclined roll axis" (F90) case was given the most practice and became

the "real-world" reference for all other motion cases. By comparing it

with the static case, the basic effects of full rolling motion were

revealed. To check effects of the conflicts between target following

versus disturbance regulation, both forcing functions were given alone

and together (dual input) for the F90 case. If the dual case gave

similar data to either input alone, then the dual input could be used

throughout, with consequent savings in runs and data analysis.

Motion washouts in roll-only simulators are used for two main pur-

poses:

a) To reduce the tilt cues (largely a low frequency
effect).

b) To reduce any or all motions (accelerations,
rates, displacements) to fit into a limited
capability simulator, always with a horizontal
orientation of the roll axis.

Consequently the effects of simulated roll-only motions were covered by

the full motion at 0 deg roll axis inclination (FO case), plus various

washouts - all selected to give substantial reduction in roll displace-

ment.

To keep the number of runs within bounds, we decided to keep the

plant and the spectra of forcing functions constant, and to investigate

only one variation of each washout filter scheme. Each washout was

selected originally from a simplified scheme to give a comparable factor

of motion attenuation.

]METHOD

Experimental Conditions

Control Task

A scenario with high relevance to Air Force problems is air-to-air

gunnery. In a modern high thrust-to-weight fighter, combat maneuvers

take place at all flight path angles, hence the horizon is relatively

12



unimportant. The main criterion for an accurate tail chase is to match

the roll angle of the target aircraft. The pilot is attempting to

follow an evasive target while at the same time he may be buffeted by

turbulence from the wing tip vortices of the target. To simplify the

simulation and subsequent modeling and interpretation, a compensatory

display (error only) was used and the subjects were instructed to

minimize the bank angle error.

Figure la illustrates the basic elements involved: the Human Opera-

tor, Controlled Element, and Washout Dynamics. The multiloop piloting

task is evident in that the Motion Response responds to physical (iner-

tial) bank angle while the Visual Response responds to the displayed

error between target and task bank angle.

Controlled Element

In the actual mechanization the computer portion of the controlled

element is followed by the washout filter that drives the DES motion

system. For convenience, and without loss of accuracy, the first and

last items are combined into the controlled element dynamics, followed

by the washout filter. The controlled element (Eq. 1 on Figure Ib)

represents an approximation to the roll dynamics of a fighter. The Roll

Subsidence mode, having a time constant of 1/1.6 = 0.63 sec, is typical

of a loaded fighter (i.e., with external stores). This value was

selected as it would require a significant amount of lead generation by

the pilot, as predicted by the Crossover Law for human operator equal-

ization (e.g., McRuer and Krendel, 1974). In such cases the ideal pilot

lead would be about 0.5-0.7 sec. The "Structural Mode" and "DES Lags"

represent the unavoidable (measured) response characteristics of the DES

motion simulator, while the "Servo Lag" represents actuation lags of a

(poor) aircraft control system. It was raised to 0.2 sec to prevent

excessive acceleration or rate commands to the DES, which would cause

its drives to operate in a partly saturated (hence nonlinear) manner.

Analysis of this controlled element showed that it required a fairly

tightly constrained pilot equalization, with some lead to offset the

roll-subsidence lag, but not too much or else the structural mode and

13



a. Block Diagram Showing Definitions of Elements and Signals

Disturbance
D

I HUMAN OPERATOR" Task
Target Task IControl Stick Bank
Input Error Visual Response Force Error

1 + E l -F71 Cr~n c

"INPT"- "VERR" L + "STIK" " ,SERR, "PLNT"

I CONTROLLED ELEMENTI
I Motion Response II (Computer + DES)

Pyia Bank Angle 0 M w _

I WASH"I

Task Bank Angle

Note: "---" .denotes signal names in data reduction

b. Controlled Element Transfer Function

DES Lags

(-s/25 + 1) (de/secYc(S) E - 17t1 + I  S+I ,- -- s 2  lb3)'I1

[fs 2- L +1+ 2(;3)s +11l()

Spiral Roll- "Servo" "Structural"
Mode Subsi- Lag Mode

dence_

In Computer In Dynamic Environment Simulator

In ST units the static gain is 3.8 deg/sec or .067 rad/sec

N N

Figure 1. Roll Tracking Task Block Diagram and Transfer Function
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lag elements would destabilize the system. Thus, there was a clearly

optimum control strategy for the subjects to learn; this was important

because they were not experienced pilots.

Forcing Functions

Quasi-random target and disturbance inputs were constructed from

eight sinusoids each (Table 1). The frequencies were selected so as to

have an integer number of cycles in the run length. To assure statis-

tically independent inputs, target and disturbance frequencies were

interleaved, yet each was approximately evenly spaced on a log-frequency

plot. After these choices were made the amplitudes were "shaped" to

simulate a random noise process that would result from white noise being

filtered by the shaping filter forms given in Table 1. Fiially, these

"shaped amplitudes" were uniformly scaled so as to give the listed rms

and peak amplitude values.

The target's shaping filter was selected to simulate a low pass

spectrum typical of an evasive target. The disturbance's shaping filter

was selected so that under static conditions (and, as further shaped by

the controlled element) the spectral content and rms values would be

nearly equal to that of the target, as seen on the error display. Thus

the pilot could not use either input's statistical properties to sepa-

rate target motions from disturbance motions.

Washout Dynamics

In addition to the "Static" (no motion) case (ST) and Full Motion

cases with roll axis at 0 deg inclination (FO) and nose up 90 deg (F90),

four different washout logics were tested:

15



TABLE 1. FORCING FUNCTIONS FOR DUAL INPUT RUNS

TARGET DISTURBANCE
(rms = 7.1 deg)* (rms = .74 lb = 3.4 N)*

Cycles W AdB Cycles W AdB

Run Lengtht (rad/sec)D I. deg Run Length (rad/sec) 0 = 1. lb

5 0.19 13.6 9 0.35 -20.6

I) 0.50 11.6 17 0.6> -I?.5

23 o.88 8.7 30 1.15 -13.6

37 1.42 5.6 49 1.88 -II.4

63 2.42 1.0 83 3.18 - 9.7

107 4.10 - 5.8 141 5.41 - 9.2

182 6.98 -14.4 241 9.24 -10.0

309 11.85 -24.4 410 15.72 -11.7

SHAPING FILTER FORMS

1 s
(s +0.5)(S +1.7)(s +5.0) (s +0.5)(s +5.)

* For single input runs the values were increased by 2:I = 1.41
t Run length = 163.84 sec = 2.73 minutes
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Case A "Purely Attenuated," wherein the plant motions at
all frequencies were multiplied by 0.5 in commanding
the DES.

Case WI "First Order," where the low frequency motions are
attenuated by a first-order high pass filter of the
form

=M Khis(2W1 s + I/T(2

where

Khi m High frequency gain (near 1.0)

T = Time constant ("break frequency" = I/T)

With this washout a step bank angle command returns
exponentially to zero with a time constant of T sec.

CaSe WIA "First-Order, Attenuated," a combination of the two
foregoing washouts, with different gains and break
frequencies.

Case W2 "Second-Order," the low frequency terms are washed
out by second-order high pass filter of the form

Mj = Khis2

4 W2 s 2 + 2Cs+ 2  (3)

where

Khi = High frequency gain (near 1.0)

w= Break frequency

= Damping ratio (typically 0.7)

With such a second-order washout an initial step
bank angle returns with minimal overshoot with an
effective delay (to half amplitude) of 2i/w sec. A
constant roll rate input still ends up at zero bank
angle.

The various washout parameters were originally selected to produce a

reduction in rms roll amplitude to about 50 percent of the full motion

case, based on a more or less arbitrary a priori assumption of a typi-

cal, invariant, second-order closed-loop pilot-simulator response to

roll commands, characterIzed by a bandwidLh of 3.6 rad/sec and a closed-

loop damping ratio of CL A 0.6. We realized that, in practice, the
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pilot might change his response characteristics for different washouts,

but this procedure was used to select the different parameters on a more

rational basis than (say) fixed break frequencies of all the washouts.

No attempt was made to account for the changes in pilot behavior with

changes in washout.

In the simulation, problems with mechanization of the filters and

DES response properties slightly modified the intended washout

dynamics. The actual response properties of the washout plus DES

combination were fitted by the appropriate forms of Eqs. 2 and 3 and the

effective washout-filter parameters were extracted. These are summar-

ized in Table 2. Most of the effective parameters were close to the

intended ones, except for the W2 high frequency gain, which was 1.2

instead of the 1.0 desired. In Table 2 the cases are arranged in order

of decreasing magnitude of rms physical roll angle, and this order will

be used throughout the presentations to follow.

TABLE 2. MOTION CONDITIONS AND MEASURED
WASHOUT DYNAMICS

WASHOUT HIGH
CASE TYPE FREQUENCY BREAK

GAIN

F90 "Full Motion" 1.0
at 90 deg

FO "Full Motion" 1.0
at 0 deg

W2 "Second 1.2 w = .85 rad/sec
Order" - .7

W1 "First 1.0 1.0 rad/sec
Order"

Wi, A "First Order, 0.7 .40 rad/sec

Attenuated"

A "Attenuated" 0.53

ST "Static" 0
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Apparatus

The experiment was performed on the Dynamic Environmental Simulator

(DES) at the Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory. The DES

is a man-rated centrifuge with independent roll and pitch cab control.

For this experiment only the roll tracking motion was used, with the

roll rate limited to 90 deg/sec and the roll acceleration limited to 90

deg/sec2 . There are no limits on roll angle in the DES.

Within the cab the subject seat was mounted such that the roll axis

of rotation was roughly through the subject's head. Mounted on the seat

was a right-side-mounted force stick for vehicle control. The elbow was

braced so that when the roll axis was 90 deg nose up, the hand was still

comfortably over the stick. The cab contained a computer-generated

display, Figure 2, which was centered in azimuth a distance of approxi-

mately 17 in. from the subject's eyes. The display was located such

that it was within 0 to 10 deg of eye level for all subjects. The

"inside out" display of target tracking error consisted of a 3.5-in.

long rotating "target wing" whose center was superimposed upon a sta-

tionary horizontal dashed line 9 in. in length. A 0.25-in. perpen-

dicular "fin" at the center of the rotating line provided upright

orientation of the target.

The DES is configured such that the pitch gimbal is outside of the

roll gimbal. Thus it is possible to pitch the simulator nose up 90 deg

_ _ . L E R R O R

Figure 2. Sketch of the Roll Tracking Display
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without affecting the roll axis tracking system. The cab pitched up

90 deg was used for the "real world" condition, as noted earlier.

Subjects

Four paid, healthy college students between 18 and 25 years of age

were used for Experiment I. None were experienced pilots, so extensive

training was necessary.

Procedure

Training and Data Collection Sequences

Training was first accomplished for the Static and two Full-Motion

conditions. Tracking under each condition was considered one run. Each

run lasted 165 sec and the 3 conditions or runs were presented in a

random order each day. At the end of each run, subjects were presented

their mean-squared-error score for that run. Training continued for

approximately three weeks, three to six runs per day, at which time

error scores finally began to reach asymptotic levels. Once performance

leveled off, four more runs per subject per condition were performed,

and time history data were recorded for subsequent analysis. The large

number of training trials required to reach asymptote by non-pilots pro-

vided an incentive to use trained pilots in Experiment II.

For the second part of the study in which washout filter effects

were investigated the experimental design philosophy stated earlier was

used, i.e., washout filter effects should be compared to the "real-

world" motion cues as enco,,ntered in the full motion no-tilt-cue case

(F90). Therefore, at the start of the evaluation of each washout

filter, each subject first tracked in the F90 condition for 1 day.

Following this each subject tracked normally (roll axis at 0 deg) with a

given washout filter for 3 days, four runs per day. The last four runs

for each subject with the washout filter were saved for data analysis.

The procedure was followed for each washout filter investigated. As in

the first part of the study, subjects were told their scores for

motivational purposes.
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Measurements

A comprehensive set of measurements was made in order to quantify

all aspects of the pilot's performance, behavior, and effort:

" Performance measures. Overall statistics (mean,
variance, rms) of all signals, with emphasis on:
tracking error, stick force, and physical roll
angle and rates.

" Pilot behavior measures. Describing functions
are the primary indicators of pilot behavior.
The fitted parameters are useful for encoding
efficiently the data, but the actual plots are
often most informative. We use the "opened-loop"

describing functions, as they are the most useful
and tie in with past experience on single-loop
systems (as explained later herein).

" Subjective evaluations. Each subject was given
a questionnaire about his tracking strategy,

effects of Piotion cues, and differences due to
washouts. Because these were not experienced

pilots, no comparison to actual flight could be
made; instead, subjects were asked to compare the
motion cues with those of the F90 "real world"
case.

Data Analysis

From the time-history data recorded at various points in the loop

noted in Figure 1, root-mean-squared values and Fast Fourier Transforms

(FFT) of each time signal were computed. From the FFT, power spectral

densities and opened-loop describing functions were computed. The fre-

quency response data reduction, based upon the sum of sine waves genera-

tion, was similar to that employed in a preceding study (Levison et al.,

1976). The specific transfer functions are given later herein.

Comparisons among individual data showed excellent consistency, once

sufficient training had occurred. Therefore, for each motion condition,

the last four runs of all subjects were averaged (16 runs total) by AMRL

to give means ± standard deviation values for model fitting by STI. It

is these averaged data that are analyzed in the later section titled

Results.
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ulitiloop Parameter Identification

Procedure and Pilot Model

Multiloop Analysis

The measurement problems involved in the multiloop system of Fig-

ure la can be illustrated by examining the task error components resuit-

ing from target and disturbance inputs, shown in Figure 3.

First consider the static case, where the Motion Response is inop-

erative: M(jw) = 0. Then the task error vector (frequency response

function) becomes that given by Eq. 4 in Fig. 3 (Lor convenience, we

have dropped the argument s - jw in each of the inputs and transfer

functions; E(jw) = E, etc.).

Equation 4 has been written in the form of a conventional single-

loop system, wherein the [ ] term is the closed-loop error-to-input

describing function, so the product V - Yc is recognized as the open-

loop describing function GOL for purely visual feedbacks. Recall that

increasing the magnitude of GOL reduces tracking errors, etc. (e.g., see

McRuer and Krendel, 1974).

Similarly, in hypothetical situations where the operator would close

his eyes and operate solely on motion cues (V = 0), the task errors

would be given by Eq. 5 in Fig. 3. The input is ignored, while the

disturbances are suppressed.

When both visual and motion paths are active the multiloop relation-

ships become more complex, but can 3till be written to reveal the

effective "opened-loop" dynamics (similar to Eqs. 4 and 5), as shown in

Eq. 6. Now, however, the opened-'-p describing function for target

errors (GI, of Eq. 6a) contains the closed-motion loop 1/(l + MWYc) ,

while GD for the disturbance errors contain the sum of motion and visual

effects (V + MW)Y c .

In the single-loop cases of Eqs. 4 and 5 a high-gain (in V or M)

reduces errors, but in the multiloop case there is a conflict:
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" A high-gain motion feedback (large M) reduces the distur-
bance errors via Eqs. 6a and 6c, but increases the target

errors via 6a and 6b.

" A high-gain visual loop (large V) reduces both error com-
ponents.

" The optimum strategy (to minimize E) is a complicated
function of the spectra of I and D - Yc' as well as of Yc
and W.

These are the analytical expressions for the qualitative motion/visual

cue conflict mentioned in the Objectives section. Further, notice from

Eqs. 6a and 6c that analytically opening the loop for either target or

disturbance inputs will give different apparent opened-loop describing

functions (GI vs. GD), even with identical V and M operations in both

equations. This has led in the past to some misinterpretation of

results for mostly target or mostly disturbance inputs.

Finally, it can be seen that, knowing the vehicle and washout dynaffl-

ics (Yc and W) and, given simultaneous independent inputs I and D, the

independent estimates of the visual and motion operations (V and M) are

theoretically computable if the signals are not confounded with noise.

The temptation to measure V and M from static and motion-only runs,

respectively, is precluded by the adaptive nature of the human operator.

In general, the pilot will adopt different parameter values for his

gains, leads and lags in the above special cases compared to the com-

bined case, as will be shown later.

Pilot Model Structure and Parameters

The criteria for selecting the model structure are that it be:

a) The simplest form capable of capturing all of the signi-
ficant frequency-domain characteristics of the measured

data, both with and without motion.

b) Have components functionally related to previously well
known visual-motor elements, such as neuromuscular (NM)

and central nervous system (CNS) components, as well as
motion sensing elements from afferent vestibular and pro-
prioceptive signals.

c) Compatible with prior manual control models, e.g., those
in McRuer and Krendel (1974).
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Figure 4 details the assumed pilot model structure and forms for the

Visual and Motion paths of Fig. 3. The rate and displacement elements

in the "VISUAL PROCESSES" group are used to generate a lead time con-

stant (TL = KR/KD) which pilots typically adopt to cancel the roll-

subsidence mode in the controlled element (Levison et al., 1976). The

"integral" term is sometimes needed to represent the pilot's trimming

actions and other low-frequency behavior (e.g., the so-called "a-

effects" in the Extended Crossover Model of McRuer and Krendel, 1974).

The extra visual time delays TV account for retinal and central (e.g.,

rate) processing as well as computational and display lags.

The tilt, velocity and acceleration terms in the "MOTION PROCESSES"

are the simplest possible descriptors of the pilot's use of physical

bank angle. These are not intended to represent motion sensors direct-

ly, although the velocity term is very similar to the output of the

Rate

Viu lVi su l Common Path Control
Vi u lD isplacem ent D elays (N eurom uscular) Stick

Error 

Force

KD + e-rv + tI + As Aps 2 +A~s3 s  "STIK"70
Remnant 

V15U,.A 
A, = + TNVisual Integral

ne Km aVISUAL --N

s+13I PROCESSESf _ 5EJA2,= 
+ 2" N h

Acceleration WN
2  kN

M otio n s M O TIO N A 3 = TN
Remont KAS PROCESSES wN

VeloityACTUATION
nt

PROCESSES

- K vS

M tioK

Figure 4. Assumed Pilot Model for Roll-Only Tracking
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semicircular canals over the forcing function frequency region. The

tilt angle cue KT is actually due to the sensed lateral specific force

due to the tilted g-vector.

The "ACTUATION PROCESSES" include a time delay TM and a third-order

neuromuscular system, the latter readily simplified to a second- or even

a first-order approximation, as noted in the figure (e.g., for a second-

order system set T = 0, whence A = 0, A2  2N and A1 = 2 N/wN). The

delay terms TV and TM were actually modeled as first-order Pade poly-

nomials, and by breaking up the net delays into two small portions the

Pade roots (at 2/T) are at sufficiently high frequency to give an excel-

lent fit up to over 10 rad/sec.

Identification

The two opened-loop expressions in Eq. 6a can be used to identify

the two unknown paths (Visual and Motion) only if the Target and Distur-

bance inputs are independent. For signals constructed as a sum of sine

waves this means that there can be no common frequencies. However this

precludes the direct solution for the unknowns (V and M) since the

opened-loop expressions cannot be evaluated at the same frequencies.

This dilemma was dealt with in the earlier works (Shirley, 1968; Staple-

ford et al., 1969) by linearly interpolating the measurements at the

interleaved frequencies. This can lead to difficulties and inaccuracies

in the vicinity of lightly damped modes, where the transfer functions

are not smooth. A different technique is used here, where specific

model equation forms are assumed for the Visual and Motion paths and the

equations of motion are written for all elements and loops, so that in

effect the "interpolations" are made with appropriately shaped math

models. The unknown parameters are then adjusted by the STI Model

Fitting Program (MFP, described below) to fit simultaneously the

-TS -(T/2)s + 1
e (T/2)s + I s < 2/T
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closed-loop error and stick describing function responses to the Target

and Disturbance inputs.

The STI Model Fitting Program was developed to fit high-order multi-

loop models to frequency domain data (e.g., from Fast Fourier Trans-

forms) and is described in Magdaleno and Allen (1975). It evaluates

selected transfer functions from fixed-form adjustable-parameter equa-

tions of motion written in a special way, such that each adjustable

parameter appears only once in the "matrix of equations." Thus, the

influence of each parameter on any system response to any input is

available. The program minimizes the vector difference between model

and data transfer function responses using a variety of steepest descent

techniques to minimize a cost function. This cost function is evaluated

by summing the amplitude weighted squared differences in the real and

imaginary parts of the describing function data and model responses at

several frequencies. In the present case, five frequencies of the task

error-to-disturbance, four of the stick-to-disturbance, and five of a

linear sum of error- and stick-to-target were fit. The amplitude

weighting was the inverse of the data magnitude, thus each frequency was

uniformly represented except that the highest frequency of the stick-to-

disturbance was weighted 10 dB less.

Since the target and disturbance are sums of sinusoids, the effec-

tive opened-loop expressions in Eq. 6 were estimated using ratios of

Fourier coefficients:

= PLNT at Target frequencies, w, (7)
G I E VERR

GD(Jw) =  _C -STIK at Disturbance frequencies, wD (8)
G()ID Ce SERR

where the 'our character names PLNT, VERR, STIK, and SERR are defined in

Figure 1 and will be used to identify various responses in the remainder

of this report.
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To check the accuracy of this procedure an analog "autopilot" opera-

tion on both task error and measured motion was mechanized on the DES

setup and the recorded signals were processed through MFP. Table 3

summarizes the results of this calibration, using the forms indicated.

The time delay shown is an approximation to the net phase effects of

various hybrid computation delays and high-frequency anti-aliasing

filter lags. Some errors could be due to the fact that the "dialed in"

computer settings did not accurately represent the effective parameters.

Generally the recovered parameters in Table 3 are quite close to the

simulated values, such that a transfer function plotted from the recov-

ered parameters would be indistinguishable from one plotted for the

simulated para eters.

TABLE 3

SIMULATED AND RECOVERED PARAMETERS FOR DUAL INPUT AUTOPILOT

KRS + KD -V

Visual Path: V KTS + 1 e

Motion Path: IM - Kvs + KT

TMs + I

"VISUAL LOOP" "MOTION LOOP"
CASE

KD KR TV TV KT  KV  TM

Simulated .133 .067 .100 .018 .040 .100 .100

Re cove red
by MFP .134 .062 .098 .023 .040 .104 .092
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Presentation Format

The presentation of all the reduced and averaged data is not needed.

Instead, we present typical time histories for one subject, then spectra

and describing functions averaged over four subjects (4 runs each) for a

typical motion case. Finally, after demonstrating that the fitted

transfer functions truly represent the data, we present the averaged

fitted data and curves for each of the cases and analyze the resulting

performance and behavioral measures to answer the objectives stated in

the Introduction.

Typical Time History

A matched pair of time histories of the various inputs and outputs

for corresponding segments of static and full-motion runs is given in

Figure 5. For these runs, identical target and disturbance inputs (top

and bottom traces) were used to reveal the static-motion differences

more clearly. The following features of the time histories should be

noted:

" Ideally, the A/C Roll Angle, ( , second line) should
match the target roll angle, ( top line).

" Although not shown separately the disturbance input,
d, which is summed just downstream of the pilot's

control force, c (and shown to the same scale), is
effectively integrated by the vehicle dynamics to
yield roll error motions comparable in amplitude and
frequency to the target input.

* In the static case the roll angle does not follow the
target very well, because of these simultaneous, large

roll disturbance effects.

Normally the initial phases of the sinusoids in each input were

randomized to prevent repetition of, and thus learning of, the input
patterns. This set of runs with identical inputs was made especially
for this report.
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* Comparison of the e and c traces for the static case,
where only the visually displayed error can be used,
shows that the pilot is using both error displacement
and rate in his compensating control actions. (The c
peaks are roughly opposite to, and slightly lead, the

e peaks.)

* Comparing the motion case to the static case, the
control response, c, is obviously more aggressive and
has higher bandwidth (due to motion cues), while the
tracking error is reduced. Whereas overshoots i
for the static case, it often undershoots for the
motion case.

* There is a remarkable consistency (not shown here) in
the *, ee, and c traces for repeated portions of the
same inputs, showing a highly input-coherent and
consistent operator response, as will be shown later
by the reduced data.

Frequency-Domain Data and Model Fitting

Examination of the individual error scores and closed-loop describ-

ing functions showed that each of the subjects adopted similar behavior.

Thus, the results could be validly averaged, without loss of significant

details in the average. Approximately four runs per condition for each

of the four subjects were averaged for the data shown. (The data shown

here for the Full Motion Case with roll axis at 0 deg are genuinely

typical of all the cases investigated and were not selected as the best

available example.)

Spectra

Figure 6 shows power spectra for the control stick, displayed error,

and aircraft bank angle. The "remnant" (plotted at forcing function

frequencies by the X symbols) is actually an average of the non-

coherent power over neighboring (nonoverlapping) estimates. The small

standard deviations shown for all signal components indicate that all

subjects had essentially the same, low variability, behavior. The

signal-to-noise ratio is quite good (15-20 dB or 5-10:1) at all but the

very highest frequencies and implies a high coherency between the two
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inputs and responses. This permits the major part of the responses to

be described by linearized describing functions. Notice that the spec-

trum of Oplant (+symbols) in Figure 6c is large at the lowest target

frequencies (to follow the target), while its spectrum at the lowest

disturbance frequencies ( 0) is lower, as desired. The pilot is clearly

following the target inputs and suppressing the disturbances below about

I rad/sec.

Closed-Loop Describing Functions

Figure 7 illustrates typical closed-loop describing function data

(to which the model was fitted by the MFP procedure described earlier)

for the control stick and task error responses to target and disturbance

inputs. The frequencies used in the model fits are indicated by the

arrows labled "Fitted Freqs." Not all data points were used for compu-

tational economy. A preliminary analysis indicated that the 19 selected

frequency response points were the most sensitive indicators of pilot

behavior.

Generally, the closed-loop data exhibit very low variability and

the model fits (solid lines) capture every nuance of all the re-

sponses, using one set of model parameters and the various closed-

loop relationships (e.g., from Figure 3). The peaks and dips in the

describing functions due to various low-damped modes would greatly

complicate simple interpolations between target frequencies to obtain

vectors at disturbance frequencies, as done by earlier investigators.

Model Fits

Table 4 summarizes the model parameters fit to the data for all

dual-input cases. Only nine of the twelve parameters in Figure 4 were

needed, as preliminary fits showed that a second-order fit was suffi-

cient for the neuromuscular mode (TN = 0) and there appeared to be no

error integrating action (KI = PI = 0). Lack of KI and PI (the so-

called a-effect in the Extended Crossover Model) may have been due to

the presence of the tilt cue in the motion cases with roll axis at

0 deg, but its absence at F90 and Static conditions is unusual.
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The additional columns in Table 4 detail the effective lead time

constant in the visual path (TL = KR/KD; TLeff ' [KR/KD]e - TV) and the

effective time delay in the neuromuscular path (Te & TM + A). Note

that the visual displacement gain, KD, nearly doubles when going from

Static to any Motion condition, and the tilt sensitivity, KT, is negli-

gible for the F90 case, as it should be, since no tilt cue is available.

Opened-Loop Describing Functions

A number of other trends and covariations among parameters are

evident; however, these effects can best be illustrated by using the

opened-loop responses calculated using the measured closed-loop data

along with the loop structure of Figure 3 or the parameters in Table 4

with the model of Figures 3 and 4. Figure 8 shows the resulting opened-

loop data and computed model curve for the Full Motion, FO, case. As

with the closed-loop responses the model curve fits the actual opened-

loop data very well - it truly represents the data. These data and

fits for this example are typical, i.e., the other cases show effects

similar in kind, differing only in degree. Thus, comparisons among

cases can be made using the curve fits, as we will do in the remainder

of this report.

These multiple opened-loop describing functions have all of the

appearance and significance of single-open-loop transfer functions, and

similar descriptive parameters apply. Some of these have been noted in

Figure 8, as defined below:

u= "Unstable frequency" (180 deg phase cross-
over). This sets the maximum bandwidth of the

loop, and is the frequency at which oscilla-
tions would set in if the gain were further
increased by KM dB.

c = "Crossover frequency" (0 dB gain crossover).

This sets the effective bandwidth of the loop,

and determines the resulting stability mar-
gins.

KM = "Gain margin" (dB). Allowable gain increase
for incipient loop instability.

M = "Phase margin" (deg). Allowable phase lag
increase for incipient loop instability.
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In Figure 8 it is apparent that the disturbance loop (dominated by the

motion pathway) has a higher bandwidth and a lower phase margin than the

target loop (dominated by the visual pathway). This implies lower

tracking errors, as will be shown later.

The kinks in the dashed "asymptotes" in Figure 8 show the poles

(break downward) and zeros (break upward) of the model. The need for

the relatively high-order pilot/vehicle model used here is shown by the

spread between the asymptote breaks and the model fits, as well as the

different asymptotes in each opened loop. As in the closed-loop cases

of Figure 7, the precise fit of the opened-loop model in Figure 8 cap-

tures every nuance of the raw data.

Effects of Full Motion vs. Static Conditions

Figure 9 compares various performance measures for Full Motion and

Static cases. Variances are used because they can be partitioned into

additive vector components due to: Target, Disturbance, and Remnant.

(The right-hand scale of each variance plot is scaled to the correspond-

ing rms levels, and the forcing function levels of target and distur-

bance are shown by arrows.) Concentrating on task error, Figure 9b, for

the Static case, the error components from Disturbance (D) and Target

(T) inputs are essentially the same, reflecting the dual input spectrum

design objective mentioned earlier. For the Full Motion, Supine case

(F90) the target errors are the same as for a Static cab, while the

disturbance errors are much smaller. Going from Full Motion, Supine

to the Erect case (FO) shows that the target-following errors are

reduced slightly while the disturbance errors are unchanged. The roll

angle data in Figure 9a show that for the "real world" F90 and Static

cases the Target-related angles (T) quite closely matched the input,

a4T, while this component was reduced in the erect (FO) case.

These basic trends in the tracking performance are explained by the

changes in the opened-loop describing functions (DF) shown in Figure 10.

For the Target Input DFs the Supine and Static cases, each having no

tilt cues, show essentially the same DF (which results in the same

target-following errors), whereas the Erect case (with the maximum tilt
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cue) has a smaller target error. For the Disturbance Input, both motion

cases (FO, F90) have the same DF, which explains why their "D" compo-

nents were the same in Figures 9a, b, c, d. Furthermore, the "Rate Cue

Effect" (lower loop lags leading to higher crossover frequencies with

motion) leads to the motion/static performance effects denoted by the

arrows in Figure 10. Thus Figures 9 and 10 show that the subjects used

motion cues to improve performance in two main ways:

" The lower lags (and higher crossover frequencies) per-
mitted by the vestibular sensory-motor loop enable, in
effect, a "roll-rate damper loop" to be closed by the
pilot, thereby allowing a tighter disturbance regulation
loop to be used by him (a loop gain increase of about
2.7/1.7 = 1.6). Consequently, the disturbance variance is
reduced significantly.

" The tilt-cue was used at low frequencies to provide a
sense of zero reference and, thereby, to avoid drifts and

overshoots, the effects showing up as a low-frequency
phase reduction on the target "opened loop."

Components of the Multiloop Describing
FAnction Under Motion

Further insight may be gained into the complexity of the multiloop

interactions and motion effects via Figure 11, in which the fitted model

has been used, via the loop structure and equations of Figure 3, to

examine: each sensory loop individually (visual = dashed, motion =

dotted) with the other simply turned off, and then the combined opened

loop (solid line) as discussed earlier. Remember that the opened-loop

DF is a complex vector function of V and M, as noted in the legend.

The key points revealed by Figure 11 are as follows:

0 The Disturbance Input loop (on the right) is a simple
vector sum of VYc and MYc .  The flat amplitude of the

motion loop (dotted) shows that MY acts like a roll-rate
feedback loop with an effective Fime delay, Te, appre-
ciably less than the visual loop (for MYc' Te A 0.20 sec;
for VYc, Te 4 0.20 + 0.15 = 0.35 sec). Over the important
crossover frequency region of 0.5-5.0 rad/sec, their vec-
tor sum (solid) has an apparent -e even less than MYc
alone! This is consistent with, and "explains," the
results of Stapleford et al. (1969) and Shirley (1968),
i.e., the combined case, with motion, acts as if it were
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like a visual-only loop in amplitude but has a lower phase
lag like a lower Te .

" Disturbance regulation (solid) is dominated by (closest
to) tae vibual loop at low frequencies and motion loop at
high frequencies.

* The Target-following loop (on the left) is a more complex
function of VYc and MYc as seen in the equations shown in
the box. (The motion component (1 + YCM)- is shown dash-
dotted to distinguish it from Y cM alone. Here, the solid
curve is the vector product of the two components.) In
both amplitude and phase, the Target-following loop dyna-
mics are dominated by the visual loop (dashed) at all
frequencies.

" A comparison (not shown here) of the purely visual static
case per se (dotted curve of previous Figure 10) and the
isolated VYc (dashed curve of Figure 11) shows that they
are not the same. When motion is present, the visual
loop can be (and is) operated at higher gains, albeit with
a slightly larger lead equalization (TL) and consequently
larger T. (Per Table 4, TL 1 0.89 sec and Te A 0.23 sec
for the T case; while TL = 0.54 sec and Te = 0.20 + 0.15
= 0.35 sec for the FO case.)

This analysis of Figure ii, and others like it, clearly shows that

one cannot simply add a motion feedback loop to the static case dynamics

to get the combined result. Instead, the operator optimizes his com-

bined loop properties for the case at hand.

Effects of Single vs. Dual Forcing Functions

For two Full Motion cases (F90, FO), data were taken for Target

input alone; and for Case F90, Disturbance input alone, to compare with

the dual input case. When either input was used alone, it was increased

by 2-1/2 to keep the rms input the same as in the dual input case.

In general one might expect that if the disturbance alone were

present, the pilot would adopt a different optimum behavior, because all

he would have to do is to suppress both the felt and seen motions. Con-

versely, for the target alone, the pilot might more aggressively track

the error, because the unseen disturbances were absent.
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The results, shown in the opened-loop describing functions in Fig-

ure 12, did not follow these expectations! For simplicity, the curve in

Figure 12 is that fitted to the corresponding dual input case, for which

it passed precisely through every data point on both sets of DF (e.g.,

see Figure 8). The single-input data are shown relative to this dual-

input curve in Figure 12, remembering that each of the data plots repre-

sents a different set of runs. Somewhat to our surprise, the single

input data are not significantly different from the dual input case, for

the points generally lie within one symbol width of the curve and almost

all lie well within ±1 standard deviation of the dual-input curve.

How can this be, in the light of the theoretical expectations dis-

cussed above, considering that all pilots were given extensive practice

on every case and noting that all behaved similarly (evidenced by the

low scatter)?

Some hypotheses are

0 There was some error in the experiment, such that dual
inputs were really present. We checked this and verified
that only the specified single input spectra and rms sig-
nals were present.

* The "optimum" behavior was, perhaps fortuitously, nearly
identical for the single and dual input cases. The combi-
nation of lightly damped modes in the controlled element
near the neuromuscular modes plus stick lags has been
identified as the so-called "Pilot Induced Oscillation
Syndrome" of Ashkenas et al. (1964). These restrict the
degree of equalization which can be used by the pilot to
improve performance. Consequently, he may be operating
near this constrained limit in all cases.

0 The pilots were so overtrained in the dual case that they
did not adopt "optimum" behavior in the single input cases
despite extensive practice with it. If so, this raises
questions with respect to the assumption that pilots adopt
an "optimum" behavior for the case at hand.

This would be an ideal, simple test case against which to validate the

optimal control models (e.g., Levison and Junker, 1977). The inputs are

analytically tractable, the good model fits show that the data are

representable by linear, modest-order state equations; and the data are

precise, have high signal-to-noise, and are internally self consistent.
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Such a validation remains as a challenge for the optimal control model

practitionersl

Meanwhile, this result tentatively implies that the dual-input

results should apply to the single input situations, if the inputs and

controlled elements are similar to those used herein.

Effects of Notion Shaping (Washouts)

Having presented the results on our first question - that of basic

motion effects versus no motion - we turn now to the second question:

what are the effects of various motion "shaping" (attenuations and/or

washouts)? For this purpose, the data will be restricted to the dual-

input cases, All with roll axis horizontal, i.e., FO, W2, Wi, WIA, ATT,

in the order of decreasing recoveted roil angle.

Figure 13 shows various performance measures for these cases.

Consider first the variance of recovered (measured physical) roll

angle, O, shown at the upper left, with each case broken down in terms

of the components due to target, disturbance, and remnant. Noted on the

margin are the variances for the untracked target (or disturbance) input

alone, and their sum. Ideally, the recovered variance would consist of

only the target component (equal to a2T, attenuated by the motion shap-

ing washout) and no disturbance or remnant portions. It may be recalled

from Figure 9 that in the "real world" (F90) case this ideal is ap-

proached, in that the target component nearly equals the commands while

the disturbance and remnant portions were small fractions of that.

With these standards in mind, let us consider the effects of various

washouts. As described in the section on Approach, the overall scheme

was to select different forms of motion washout, each selected (albeit

crudely) to attenuate roll angle to about 50 percent of the basic, FO,

case (i.e., the target roll variance of 25 percent of the basic

level). As seen in Figure 13a, this was achieved closely only for the

pure attenuation case (aR 
A 3.6 deg versus a.T 1 7.0 deg). The ATT

computed roll motions (shown dashed) were nearly equal to the FO case,

as were the other task performance measures in Figure 13 (e.g., tracking
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error and control force), implying a proportionate scaling of the visual

and motion loop behavior in the FO and ATT cases despite the lower

magnitude of motion cues in the latter. (This will be discussed later

in greater detail.)

The second-order washout (W2), which greatly attenuates the lowest

frequencies, distorted the perceived motion cues (per the subjective

questionnaire) and failed to reduce the motions as intended. Analysis

of these results showed that this was due to the following reasons:

a) The washout was a compromise design such that
the high-frequency asymptote magnified the roll

angles (and rates) above the break frequency of
0.85 rad/sec by a factor of about 1.2, causing
the roll rate variance (Figure 13c) and high-
frequency portions of the roll angle variance to
be increased by (1.2)2 4 1.4 relative to the
intended case.

b) The phase distortion of the felt motions relative
to the visual motions caused the pilots to per-
form even worse than in the static case.

The other washouts were intermediate in recovered motion and plant

motion between the Full and Attenuated cases.

Attenuation reduces both the recovered roll angles and roll rates in

the same proportion, but washout reduces mainly the low-frequency compo-

nents and thereby reduces the roll rates less than the roll angles.

This can be seen by comparing Figures 13a versus 13c, particularly for

the W2 and W1 cases.

Except for the anomalous W2 case, discussed above, the performance

measures of tracking error and control force were not significantly

different among any of the first order or attenuated washout cases (see

Figures 13b and 13d). Even the proportions of each variance due to

*The DES is a velocity command system and as such would drift when-

ever a cascade washout was used. Consequently, a feedback scheme was
devised that approximated the desired cascade washout, but a perfect
match at both high and low frequencies was not possible.
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target inputs, disturbances, and remnant were about the same as for the

full motion case (FO).

Further insight into the pilot's tracking behavior under these wash-

outs is given by the opened-loop describing functions for the various

cases in Figure 14. It is immediately apparent that the disturbance-

loop describing functions are nearly identical, implying the following:

" Despite attenuated, reduced low-frequency motions,
and phase distortions, the pilot compensated to give
the same opened-loop DF.

* In the ATT case the rms roll angle was reduced from 7
deg to 3.6 deg, the pilot had to double his tilt and
roll rate gains (Ks, KV) as verified by the fitted
coefficients in Table 4 and summarized below:

Case a (deg) KT KV  KA

Full Motion, 7. 0.022 0.070 0.022
FO

Attenuated to 3.6 0.056 0.131 0.028
0.50, ATT

Ratio, ATT/FO 0.51 2.55 1.87 1.27

Despite the fact that the rms tilt angle in the ATT
case represents a lateral-specific-force cue of less
than 3.6/57.3 = 0.063 G., the roll rates were
apparently sufficiently higK to be readily sensed and
used to compensate for the reduced motion cue over
the FO case.

On the left of Figure 14 is the target loop DF, where the following

effects of washout are clearly apparent:

" The FO and ATT cases are nearly identical for the same
reasons given above for the invariant disturbance loop DF.

" The washouts induce (at low frequencies) higher amplitude
ratio and more phase lag as the washout order is increased
from ATT to W2. An analysis indicates that these trends
reflect fairly complex interactions similar to that shown
earlier in Figure 11 (left side). Note that inserting a
low-frequency washout to the motion path (M in Figure 11)
causes the resulting curve to start (at low frequencies)
on the dashed curve and transition to the solid curve with
increasing frequency. Those amplitude and phase trends of
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Figure 11 also explain the "Washout Effect" in Figure 14.
It also appears that those washouts having highest phase
distortion (pure first and second order, shown dashed in
Figure 14) cause the pilot to depend more on visual infor-
mation than motion at low frequencies.

Opt-um Washout

One of the objectives of this experiment was to find the optimum

washout for AMRL's roll-only simulators. Relative to the "real %orld"

case, the desirable criteria are: a) a significant reduction in roll

amplitude and rates; and b) similar pilot behavior and performance.

Inb ection of the foregoing results reveals that the clear choice is

the first-order attenuated washout (WIA). Figure 15 justifies this

selection based on the following comparisons with the F90 ("real world"

baseline) case:

" Large reduction in recovered roll angle and rate, as shown
in Figure 15a, with similar plant roll angles and rates.

* Very similar tracking error performance and control activ-
ity, as shown in Figures 15b and 15c. Even the distribu-
tions of each variance from target, disturbance, and
remnant inputs are closely matched.

" The opened-loop describing functions, shown in Figure 15d,
are practically identical. This is because the effect of
tilt cue usage previously described in connection with
Figure 10, is almost exactly cancelled by the washout-
break effect noted in Figure 14.

" (Not shown) The subjective comments were more favorable
for this washout than for any other except pure attenua-
tion.

Thus, we recommend first-order attenuated washout for use on all AMRL

roll-only type simulators. The degree to which this form can be

extended has not been determined, but the data suggest the following as

likely to be both useful and satisfactory to pilots:

" Attenuation factor of 0.5 to 0.7.

• Break frequency of 0.3 to 0.5 rad/sec (washout time con-

stant of 2-3 sec).
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ODNCLUSIONS

Experiment I has covered several well-trained subjects' responses to

a variety of motion cases in a roll-only motion simulator, with simul-

taneous target and disturbance inputs. The results support the follow-

ing conclusions:

1) Across all seven conditions the four subjects were very
consistent in their tracking behavior and scores, provid-
ing an exceptionally reliable and definitive data base
worthy of detailed analysis, even beyond that described
herein (e.g., on remnant effects).

2) The multiloop model structure presented in Figure 1, which
has visual, motion, and common neuromuscular dynamic
elements, proved capable of accurately fitting the closed-
and opened-multiloop describing functions at all measura-
ble signal points within the loop. In combination with
the interleaved sum-of-sinusoids target and disturbance
inputs, the new Multiloop Fitting Program (MFP) provided
efficient fits of ten parameters in a strongly interacting
multiloop situation. Such cases had heretofore been very
difficult to fit because of the multiloop interactions
involved between the visual and motion feedback paths.

3) Untangling the closed multiloop describing function data
in the opened-loop manner shown here provides a ready com-
parison with traditional single open-loop data. Similar
effects (e.g., the Crossover law adaptive behavior) are
shown for the dual input case, with the disturbance loop
having the higher bandwidth (limited mainly by the con-
trolled element and vestibular rate sensing dynamics).

4) After the complex but consistent trends in the various
cases have been digested, the key effects seem to be the
following:

" Given reasonable rate-motion cues at frequencies above
about 0.5-1.0 rad/sec, the pilot's motion feedback
system acts like an adaptive roll-rate damper with a
bandwidth of nearly 3 rad/sec. This tends to suppress
disturbances but opposes target-following motions,
while stabilizing both loops.

* The pilot then uses sufficient extra visual compensa-
tory (error correcting) gain to follow target commands
just as accurately under motion as in the static case,
and with less remnant and disturbance components.
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5) The effects of motion are consistent with the prior work
of Shirley (1968), Stapleford et al. (1969), and Levison
and Junker (1977). The new case covered here treats
equally strong target and disturbance inputs, each having
comparable spectra apparent at the display.

6) The describing functions and fitted tilt-cue parameter
clearly showed that the spurious tilt cues from rolling
with roll-axis horizontal are used, even though the rms
lateral specific force was in some cases much less than
0.1 G . A very simple model for the use of this cue is
given. Nevertheless, use of this cue resulted in only
small improvements in tracking performance in this random-
input tracking task, where large target roll angles are to
be followed.

7) The four types of motion washout investigated (second-
order, first-order, first-order-attenuated, and purely
attenuated) showed distinct effects compared to the "real
world" reference case of full motion about a vertical roll
axis; the second-order case was the least desirable be-
cause of large differences in performance, behavior
(describing functions), and subjective ratings. The other
cases provided roughly similar performance measures among
themselves with some small differences in relative rem-
nant, desLribing functions, and ratings.

8) The pilots clearly adapted differently to the various
washouts, thus complicating the job of predicting the net

effects for a given washout.

9) The overall working hypothesis which emerges from these
results is that the pilot uses primarily roll-rate cues in

the vestibular sensitivity range (up to 3 rad/sec; about
0.5 Hz) as if he were an adaptive roll damper, then in-
creases his visual target tracking gain to make up for the
more sluggish responding pilot/aircraft inner loop which

thereby results.

10) The optimum washout for roll-only simulators (from the
standpoint of performance, behavior, and ratings similar

to the "real world" reference case) was clearly the first-
order attenuated washout. Recommended parameters (for

this type of task) would be: attenuation factor 0.5-0.7, !
and washout time constant of 2-3 seconds (break at 0.3-
0.5 rad/sec).

It would be interesting and fruitful to analyze and model the rem-

nant portion of these data, using the closed-loop spectral data avail-

able (e.g., as in Figure 6). Because these inputs were carefully
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selected and shaped to be representable by filtered white noise, various

optimal control theories could be tested against this consistent, accu-

rate, and definitive data base. Finally, using this model and these

parameters (which precisely fit almost every data point), various analy-

tical manipulations of the data can be performed to gain further insight

about pilot adaptation to motion cues and washouts.
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EXPERIMENT II - ROLL AND SWAY MDTIONS

RACXGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

Before describing the specific objectives of Experiment II, let us

review the problem of simulating motions of aircraft involved in lateral

maneuvers. Figure 16 shows some of the motion quantities involved in an

idealized "turn entry" maneuver, wherein the pilot puts in a one second

aileron pulse resulting in a 15 deg bank-and-stop maneuver. If the air-

craft were well coordinated there would be no lateral specific force

(LSF, apparent sideways acceleration on the pilot), i.e., the apparent

net gravity vector would always parallel the pilot's spine. Vehicle

acceleration caused by the banking of the lift vector would be nulled

out by the aircraft accelerating to the right. The motions for free

flight are shown by the dotted lines in Figure 16. The main problem for

simulation is evident in the bottom of Figure 16; the simulator travel

required to perfectly replicate free flight turns becomes excessive

after a few seconds.

To alleviate this problem both roll and sway motion "washouts" are

employed. First, the roll angle itself is gradually reduced to zero

from the otherwise constant value that would be present in free flight.

This is shown by the second plot in Figure 16, where a first-order

washout filter reduces the bank angle from its peak with a time constant

of T = 2.5 sec = 0.4-1. The resulting roll rate (the primary cue

sensed by the pilot's vestibular system) is shown at the top. It can be

seen that the rectangular roll rate pulse of the free flight case is

distorted by this roll washout; it slightly reduces the main pulse and

produces a spurious reversal in roll rate ("rate miscue").

In a roll-only simulator where no lateral travel of the cockpit is

permitted (such as the DES in Experiment I), the pilot will also feel a

false tilt cue given by ay & g sin p. Washing out the roll angle also

reduces this false tilt cue.
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Even with roll washout there remains some residual tilt cue, as

shown by the dashed line in the third plot of Figure 16. This lateral-

specific force can be further reduced by allowing the cab to accelerate

laterally. However, even with the roll angle returning back to zero, as

shown, the lateral travel required to remove all the LSF is excessive.

Typically, the lateral motion (sway) drive also employs a first- or

second-order washout to bring the cab back towards the center of the

travel limits, about as shown at bottom of Figure 16. This limits the

motion to just under 10 ft laterally and results in the LSF shown by

the solid line in the plot above it. Two effects of sway washout are

obvious from the ay plot:

a) The peak miscue is reduced, as intended.

b) The peak of the a miscue is delayed relative to
the pure tilt cue YGy tp seconds.

These effects should be borne in mind when reading the rest of this

report; for example, it turns out that the advantage gained by reducing

ay can be nullified by excessive delays of ay with respect to the roll

angle.

Even for this small maneuver, and with roll washout, the amounts of

travel are large and require severe sway washouts to remain within the

simulator limits. The sway washout does not reduce the miscue signifi-

cantly over the roll-only case. Extremely large values of lateral

travel (on the order of 50 to 100 ft) would have to be provided to

reduce the LSF miscue to under 0.1 G for typical bank and stop maneu-

vers. Thus, the key problems addressed in this experiment were: what

is the "least worst" sway washout that will (a) produce behavior as

similar as possible to the free flight case and (b) produce miscues that

are small enough to be acceptable by the pilots without seriously

impairing the realism of the task.

Experiment I, discussed above, covered the roll-only washout case

and found the opimum roll washout as one principal result. The current

experiment extended the roll-only washout experiments performed on the

DES to the case of both roll and "sway" motions and was performed on the

LAMARS at AFFDL. The specific objectives included the following:
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I) Perform tie-in runs to cross-validate the DES and
LAMARS facilities, using comparable roll-only
cases.

2) Compare experienced military pilots to the well-
trained nonpilots used in Experiment I.

3) Investigate the effects of various types of sway
washout to determine the acceptable limits, if

any.

4) Investigate a nonlinear washout concept that
showed promise in covering a large range of situ-

ations with one mechanization.

5) Correlate (to the extent possible) both objective
effects on performance and piloting behavior with

subjective evaluations of the motion cues felt by
the pilots.

The results given in this paper cover these objectives roughly in the

order given above.

APPROACH

The LAMARS (details discussed below under "Apparatus") is a large

amplitude, five-degree-of-freedom motion system that allowed the DES

task to be exactly replicated, in order to cross-validate both facili-

ties, using the optimum washout case as the tie-in condition. Then,

starting with this optimum roll-only washout the residual tilt error was

reduced by various sway motions. By reshaping the target input spectrum

it was possible to achieve perfect residual tilt coordination as one

case, and a variety of sway washout attenuation and bandpass filter fre-

quencies were also covered. These covered the range from subjectively

barely noticeable to very distorting, to meet the objective of mapping

out acceptable combinations of sway washout parameters.

The lengthy training required for nonpilots to achieve asymptotic

roll tracking skills negated or even reversed any economic advantage

over the case of off-duty military pilots. More important for Experi-

ment II was the desire to have pilots evaluate the "realism" of turn

entries with respect to actual flight. Thus, four experienced military

pilots were found at AFFDL who could participate part time. They ran a
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configuration and task identical to those of the former DES nonpilots,

so that the scores and behavior (describing functions) could be compared

between the two groups.

METHOD

Experimental Conditions

Control Task

The basic experimental task procedures and variables were similar to

those used in Experiment I. The block diagram applicable to this

experiment is shown in Figure 17, along with the relevant transfer func-

tions. The basic task scenario was that of roll tracking in an air-to-

air gunnery type encounter, wherein the target aircraft was performing

evasive maneuvers which the pilot tried to track by matching his roll

angle with that of the target. Simultaneously, there were unseen roll

disturbauces applied to the aircraft, such as those due to encounters

with the tip vortices of the target aircraft.

Figure 17 shows that the "task" bank angle was subtracted from the

target input to produce a compensatory tracking error displayed on the

scope. This was given by a small aircraft-like symbol which only rolled

(same as that of Experiment I in Fig. 2).

Controlled Element

Transfer functions * of various blocks in the diagram are shown in

Figure 17. The controlled element was characteristic of a fighter

having a neutrally stable spiral mode, a roll subsidence mode at

1.7 rad/sec, and an actuator mode of 5 rad/sec. With the DES simulator

of Experiment I, a simulator drive mode having a frequency of 10 rad/sec

*In STI's shorthand notation for transfer functions, pure numbers

are high-frequency gains; numbers in parentheses ( ) are first-order

break frequencies; and numbers in brackets I I are damping ratio and
frequency, respectively.
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and damping ratio of 0.37 was unavoidably present, and this is shown in

the first controlled element denoted "DES." A second set of tests was

made with these low-damped DES modes removed 'ut with the roll subsi-

dence modified to preserve roughly the same low-frequency characteris-

tics. This is denoted by the "Smoothed" control element in Figure 17.

The former was used to tie in the results with the previous DES experi-

ments, while the latter was used to investigate the effects of the

lateral beam washout.

Forcing Functions

Sums of seven (or eight) sinusoids, with amplitudes selected to

approximate realistic target and disturbance spectra, were used for each

quasi-random forcing function. As in Experiment I, the frequencies of

the target and disturbance sinusoids were interleaved, such that distur-

bance input was mathematically uncorrelated with the target input. The

provision of two such independent inputs enables both the visual and

motion dynamics of the operator to be determined (see the discussion for

Experiment I).

Two different inputs were used. The first, termed the "reference

input," was identical to that used in Experiment I and contains large-

amplitude, low-frequency roll motions which elicit significant tilt cues

in the roll-only simulation. Cancelling these roll angles by sway

motions required large lateral travel of the beam, so that a high amount

of lateral beam washout had to be used in order to keep the beam within

limits. Consequently, a "modified" input was employed, in which the low

frequencies were attenuated to reduce the lateral travel requirements at

any given level of beam washout. In effect, the input was washed out

instead of the output. The modified input is tabulated in Table 5 as

well as the shape of the "inpuL washout" filter, Yiwo*

Washouts

To tie in with the prior DES experiments a number of roll-only runs

were made which had no roll washout. However, because residual tilts

caused drifting of the beam under minimum beam washout conditions, some
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TABLE 5

MODIFIED INPUT SPECTRA

TARGET DISTURBANCE
(rms 7.1 deg) (ring .74 lb =3.4 N)

Cycles 1 C)AdB Cycles WAdB
Run Length* i(rad/sec) I0=1. deg Run Length (rad/sec) 0 = 1. lb

5 0.19 -15.1 9 0.35 -39.2

13 0.50 -0.7 17 0.65 -29.6

23 0.88 4.5 iO 1.15 -15.5

37 1.42 4.7 49 1.88 -11.7

63 r 2.42 0.9 83 3.18 -9.7

107 4.10 -5.8 141 5.41 -9.2

182 6.98 -14.4 241 9.24 -10.0

30j9 11.85 -24.4 410 15.72 -11.7

SHAPING FILTER FORMS

(s + 0.5)(s + 1.7)(s + 5.0) wo(s + 0.5)(s + 5.) iW

*Run length - 163.84 sec -2.73 min

where "iwo" denotes "input washout."

'~iW = s + 2(.7)(1.)s + 12
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roll washout was necessary for the remainder of the runs. Based on the

results given in Experiment I, we selected a 0.4 rad/sec first-order

filter roll washout.

As shown at the bottom of Figure 17, the lateral beam washout was a

second-order high-pass filter, i.e., constant acceleration inputs re-

sulted in a constant position output, and a constant rate input resulted

in a centered output of the beam. The break frequency, wy, was varied

from the minimum washout condition of about 0.2 rad/sec up to and above

1.0 rad/sec, which approaches the bandwidth of the closed-loop maneu-

vers. The damping ratio was held constant at 0.7. The washout filter

also had an attenuation factor, Ky. which reduced the high-pass level of

the beam accelerations from 1.0 down to 0.20. The various combinations

of Ky and wy will be given later.

In another set of runs a nonlinear mechanization was employed, which

varied wv as an adaptive function of the roll angles and computed beam

states, such as to maintain the minimum degree of sway axis washout con-

sistent with the anticipated lateral motions. Further details on the

nonlinear sway washout are given in the appendix herein and by Jewell

and Jex (1979).

Many of the washout parameters that are shown in later tables as

fixed variables in the experiment were first investigated by exploratory

techniques, i.e., Ky and wy were varied in systematic and random man-

ners, to map out the boundaries of subjectively noticeable effects.

Such data are highly variable, interactive, and very difficult to aver-

age and to present in a systematic manner. Nevertheless, much of the

effort of the simulation had to go into exploratory runs, in order to

reduce the number of parameters to those formally tested. To accomplish

this, adjustable (analog) washout filters were used in lieu of the

normal LAMARS digital drive logic, and special operating techniques were

evolved to permit their on-line Adjustment.
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Apparatus

The current experiment was performed on the USAF Flight Dynamics

Laboratory's Large Amplitude Multimode Aerospace Research Simulator

(LAMARS) at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. The LAMARS has five degrees of

freedom: heave, sway, roll, and (limited) yaw and pitch angles, pro-

vided to a one-man cab. The cab, mounted on a 20 ft cantilevered beam,

can move vertically or horizontally through ±10 ft with compensating

yaw and pitch motions such that it remains straight and level. High-

performance servo drives are provided ("flat" bandwidth to roughly

3-4 Hz with about 0.7 damping ratio). The target was projected on

the display screen with the same visual angle and shape as in Experi-

ment I (Fig. 2). The roll motions were centered about the pilot's

pelvis, instead of his head as in Experiment I. An overview of the

development of the LAMARS is given by Hass et al. (1973).

Subjects

Experienced military pilots were used as subjects. Three of the

four had experience as instructors in various types of military air-

craft, and all had time both in fighters and heavier aircraft. Although

these pilot subjects were not trained test pilots, they brought exten-

sive experience in the real flight situation to the simulation, a per-

spective that was missing in the non-pilots tested previously in Experi-

ment I. Therefore, these pilots could give commentary on the realism of

each simulation case.

Procedures

Training and Data Collection Sequences

The pilots were given several sessions to train on the LAMARS simu-

lator, in the various tasks. Because of their prior flight experience

each reached asymptotic pertormance in only three to four sessions of

about 1 hour each. Training was mainly on roll-only with reference

input.
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After training, the experimental procedures were generally as fol-

lows. In Session 1 the pilot was allowed a warmup run and then did the

roll-only (tie-in with DES) runs, and the pilot was led through the var-

ious degrees of lateral beam washout. If the pilot could accept the

range of washouts that had been previously established for other pilots,

he was then run through a more formal set of runs in Session 2 in which

describing function data were recorded, along with his subjective com-

ments. In almost every case two or more runs were possible at each con-

dition. The data were so consistent that further runs were felt to be

unnecessary. Instead, the nonlinear washout runs were inserted as a

third session for each pilot.

Table 6 shows the various combinations and sequencing of control

element, input, and sway washout used in the LAMARS experiment.

The amount of sway washout shown varies from "none" (typical of free

flight) through "low," "medium," "nonlinear" (similar to the medium

washout) and "high" washout. "High" washout is only slightly different

from a roll-only case (no sway motion), while for the "static" case

there is no motion at all. The tradeoff between travel requirements and

miscues is noted at the bottom of Table 6. The several variables men-

tioned above could result in an excessive number of test combinations,

but this was avoided by making selected comparisons, as shown by the

circled "cases" shown in Table 6. In effect, these comparisons investi-

gated these subexperiments within the larger plan.

1) Tie in with previous DES experiment. Case @ was run
with identical control elements to the prior DES experi-
ment, the only difference being the use of experienced
pilots.

2) Controlled element effects. Case 0 was run with the
"Smoothed" control element more typical of real aircraft
to compare its results with the distinctive DES dynamics.
A Static (no motion) Case @ was run with the Smoothed
Yc' as one anchor point.

3) Sway effects. Comparisons of Cases 0 and G show the
eects o sway motion with a medium washout, as required
to maintain lateral sway travel within limits. It was not
possible to compare a "no washout" case with the reference
input because the lateral travel would have to exceed
160 ft.
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4) Input effects. To allow a lower degree of sway washout
the "modiied" input described earlier was used. This
reduced the idealized free flight motion from 160 down to
40 ft and allowed a smaller degree of washout to maintain
the cab within simulator limits. Comparing Configura-
tion @ with ( documented the effects of the change in
input alone. Because the resulting effects of input
shaping on the describing functions were negligible, this
comparison will not be further discussed in this report.

5) Sway washout variations. These were the primary runs of
the experiment. With the "modified input" a range of
increasingly severe washouts could be used, corresponding
to Cases u, 3, Q, and Q, respectively.

6) Nonlinear washout. Comparison of Cases ( and @ al-
lowed us to determine the effects of the nonlinear washout
mentioned above on performance and subjective ratings.

Measurements and Data Handling

Among the objective data recorded were: the task roll errors and

control activities, and various motion quantities. In addition, sig-

nals were recorded at various points in the loop from which the pilot

describing functions in response to both visual and motion inputs could

be computed. The data reduction program and procedures were the same as

those used in Experiment I.

Data Analysis

Using the reduced describing functions, the data averaging and model

fitting and parameter identification were performed using the same tech-

niques and Model Fitting Program (MFP) described for Experiment I.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tie-In with DES Experiments

The first goal was to establish the validity of a LAMARS simulation

of the previous DES experiments for the roll-only case. The same dis-

play, control stick, controlled element, and drive logic dynamics were

used, as validated by describing function measurements. Figure 18 com-

pares the principal results of this and prior data. (Only three of the
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four pilots completed these tie-in runs.) The performance results at

the top present the variances of the task error and control force, along

with their partitioning into target, disturbance, and remnant compo-

nents. Remnant is the uncorrelated, or noise, portion of each signal.

For convenience, an rms scale is also noted on the right side of each

plot.

In both experiments, the magnitude and the partitions of performance

measures were practically identical. The control-force remnant of

roughly 40 percent is reduced to 15 to 20 percent in the error signal,

because the controlled element filters the high-frequency remnant compo-

nents.

The primary measures of pilot behavior are the two opened-loop

describing functions for the simultaneously closed loops involved in

target following and in disturbance suppression, as described under

Experiment I. They are shown at the bottom of Figure 18. The points

are from the present LAMARS experiments, as shown by the mean and stan-

dard deviations for the three pilots (at least two runs each). The low

variability shows that all pilots followed the same behavior. The curve

through the points is not a fit to these LAMARS data but is, in fact,

the fit from the previous DES experiments with nonpilots. One could

hardly expect a better fitting curve for the present data, and an

independent MFP fit (not shown) gave nearly identical parameters. It is

apparent that the three experienced pilots in the present LAMARS

simulation adopted identical behavior and performance as that of the

non-pilots in the previous DES experiments.

Because both the very well practiced nonpilots and experienced

pilots adopted the same loop closures, we conclude that the behavior

seen in both experiments was dictated by the combination of controlled

element, input, and motion properties. This has two important implica-

tions:

0 Roll motion experiments performed on the LAMARS may be
reliably compared to those performed on the DES, thereby
improving the breadth of coverage in basic research
problems such as this.
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9 The DES could be used to train pilots or to perform pre-
liminary experiments for the LAMARS, thereby reducing the

total cost, because the DES is cheaper to operate than the
LAMARS and may be more readily available.

The universality of pilot adaptation and performance demonstrated

here gives further impetus to the proposition stated for Experiment I

that valid control theory models of multiloop pilot behavior should

closely match these results. All the inputs, controlled elements, and

washouts are representable by simple pole-zero transfer functions, as

can the pilot's behavior. The challenge is as follows: Can the optimal

and/or classical models of pilot behavior replicate these results with a

consistent set of cost functions and adjustment rules? The answers

remain for users of this data base to resolve.

Pilot Versus Non-Pilot Training

It was found that the experienced pilots learned the task within a

few sessions and achieved a fairly stable performance within a few dozen

runs. There was a dramatic reduction from the training regimen which

had to be used with the non-pilots in Experiment I (where hundreds of

runs over a period of a few weeks were required to reach asymptotic per-

formance). One implication of this observation is that the cost of non-

pilots may not be much lower than of pilots, since the pilots require

less practice to obtain stable performance levels.

Effects of Sway Motion

Figure 19 shows the effects of freeing the sway degree of freedom

from roll-only (Case @ vs. Case Q; both for the "smoothed" con-

trolled element). At the top left, the sensed lateral specific force

(LSF) is shown. In the roll-only case (which corresponds to infinite

washout) the maximum spurious LSF reached 0.1 Gy, with peaks of 0.2 to

0.3 G. With lateral sway and medium sway washout, these peaks were

reduced by about 20 or 30 percent. The achieved roll rate was practi-

cally identical, showing that the pilot used roughly the same high-

frequency control actions. The sway travel was zero in the roll-only

case and just under 4 ft in the medium case (occasional peaks to
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10 ft). The tracking error performance was practically identical in

both cases.

Figure 19c shows the effects of sway on the pilot control behavior.

The dashed curve is that fitted to the roll-only data (not presented)

for the smoothed control element. The solid curve is that fitted to the

given data points using the Model Fitting Program described previously.

The refined pilot model included: perception of both roll rate and roll

accelerations, and LSF cues in the motion path, in addition to the

classical pilot lead and time delays of the visual path and second-order

neuromuscular dynamics. As in all of the DES and LAMARS cases analyzed

to date, the curve fit to the data points is excellent, and the model

clearly captures all the nuances of the measured describing functions.

Figure 19c shows two main effects of washed out sway motion in the

describing functions:

" The disturbance control loop (-c/c ) is essentially
unaffected because neither the moro cues (which
dominate -c/c at high frequencies) nor the visuale
cues (which dominate at low frequencies) are affected
by the medium washout.

" The target tracking loop ( / ) is only affected at
low frequencies, where the fateral specific force

cues give helpful tilt cues in the roll-only case,
but are distorted and less effective in the washout
case (as shown by the lower gain below w = 0.5 rad/
sec).

Overall, there is remarkably little difference in performance and

behavior between the roll-only and the roll-plus-sway case, with this

medium sway washout. One reason is that the washout did not remove much

of the tilt cue, as shown by the similarity of LSF in Figure 19a. The

pilot's subjective comments are discussed separately, later.

Effects of Various Degrees of Sway Washout

The main set of variables, in which wy and Ky were varied produced

almost negligible changes in the specific measures of pilot performance

and behavior. It had been expected that the wide range of sway wash-

outs (which do result in adverse comments) would result in a behavioral
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change, but this was not apparent from the data. In general, the de-

scribing function differences among the sway washout combination

(Cases ®, ®, ®, and 0) were similar to the data separations

shown in Figure 19. The one case with significant reductions in de-

scribing function gains, 61, was highly confounded by encounters with

soft stops (travel limiters), hence no transfer function data will be

presented.

Figure 20 compares various measures of motion output and performance

among the various sway washouts tested, arranged in the same order of

increasing severity as in Table 6. The second set of bars compares the

lateral travel for the various washouts. As would be expected, the rms

travel reduces from the untested (but calculated) value of over 40 ft

for free flight to 3.3 ft (10 ft peaks) for the least sway washout that

could be used, to further reductions to -1 ft (3-4 ft peaks) for the

mecium and high degrees of washout. The extent of travel is greatly

reduced by the sway washout, as was expected.

The first set of bars shows that the spurious lateral specific

force cue increases with washout severity, also as expected. The rms

levels of this LSF are quite low, with the peaks (- 3a) reaching values

of only 0.1 G for the medium, high, and roll-only cases. The basic

tradeoff between travel and miscue is clearly apparent from these

data: one obtains reduced travel at the expense of increased miscues.

Looking now at the bottom of Figure 20 for measures of the tracking

performance and behavior, one sees that the roll rate was practically

identical among all sway washouts. This means that the roll loop was

closed in the same manner, regardless of the presence of the (often sub-

threshold) LSF cues. In other words, lateral specific force cues were

essentially ignored in the roll loop closure.

The same conclusion applies in the roughly equal tracking errors and

control force measures at the bottom of Figure 20. These performance

measures cannot be considered to be the whole story because the pilot's

subjective comments differed significantly among these various washouts,

as will be discussed later.
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A word of caution is in order here, as it might be inferred that, if

reliable behavior can be obtained with roll-only simulation, consider-

able expense (in terms of lateral motion systems) could be saved by

eliminating the sway motions. However, lateral specific forces are

often simulated for other purposes, such as roll-yaw coordination (e.g.,

for rudder use, engine-out effects, or direct side force simulation), so

roll-only simulation is not a panacea for the general case.

Another problem was hinted at during these tests - that of possible

negative transfer of training from the roll-only case (wherein a right-

ward-tilt requires a left aileron correction) to the free-flight case

(where the corresponding leftward LSF in general would not result in a

left aileron correction). Evidence of this reversal effect was present

when the sway degree of freedom was turned on, so the roll-only runs

were discontinued as warmups for the sway washout sessions. This nega-

tive transfer effect bears further study.

Linear Versus Nonlinear Washout

A nonlinear washout algorithm was evolved which would automatically

adjust the sway washout filter frequency, as a function of the sway

command states, as well as the proximity to the sway limits. Soft

limiting of large excursions can only be obtained by the addition of LSF

miscues, and it was the basic question of this comparison to see whether

the decelerations for a large motion would be acceptable to the pilot.

The nonlinear algorithm keeps the washout as low as possible during low

roll motions, and incrLases it only as much as is necessary to cope with

large roll motions. Consequently, one algorithm could be used for a

large number of conditions, instead of having to "optimize" the sway

washout parameters for each condition, as is necessary with fixed sway

washouts. The mechanization is described in the appendix and in Jewell

and Jex (1979).

Figure 21 depicts the results of comparing the nonlinear with the

"medium" washout, which it approaches for small motions. The larger

reference input was used to maximize the sway cues. The bar charts for

cab motions show that the lateral specific force, roll rate, and lateral
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travel were practically identical for either case. What is not shown

here is that the nonlinear washout case (shown shaded) resulted in fewer

bumpings of the parabolic limiters than did the linear case. When the

cab encounters the parabolic limiters, large braking forces are put in,

and the yaw rate coordination mechanism of the cab is ineffective. The

pilots reported a tendency to become disoriented after such encounters.

These incidents were greatly reduced in the nonlinear washout case,

which the pilots liked. On the other hand, the adaptive circuitry puts

in slightly higher centering decelerations (which are miscues, per

Figure 16).

The tracking error plot shows that the performance was practically

identical in either case. Figure 21c gives the transfer functions com-

paring the fitted curve for the linear case (Case (D), with the non-

linear data of Case ® showing practically identical behavior. (A

linear model fit for the nonlinear data is not strictly applicable

because of the time variation in the washout properties.) Nevertheless,

it can be seen that the lineat case curve fits the nonlinear case data

quite well, implying essentially identical behavior.

These results suggest that the nonlinear sway washout is a promising

way to economize on experimental operations because the algorithm seems

to work over a large range of inputs. A number of discrete (i.e., bank

and return) and other input cases were checked with the nonlinear wash-

out during this experiment. In all cases the results seem to be similar

to those shown. We recommend this nonlinear sway washout scheme for

other simulators having similar travel limits.

Subjective Evaluations

Although a great deal of pilot commentary was taken during these

experiments, it was difficult to establish firm correlations with the

washout parameters. The motions, although noticeable, did not strongly

affect the pilot's control strategy, and in many cases the LSF involved

was small enough to be almost "subthreshold." It turned out that this

LSF threshold effect was the dominant distinguishing feature between

cases which could be consistently evaluated and in cases which were
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vaguely and inconsistently evaluated. As noted earlier in Figure 20,

the peak LSF were under 0.05 G for the reduced input cases and

approached 0.10 for the reference input cases. The peak LSF did vary

somewhat more than this due to occasional large motions; this enabled

the pilot commentaries to be made when they occurred. In many of these

cases the pilot was also allowed to make bank-and-return maneuvers

within the confines of the simulator. In such cases the lateral

specific forces often exceeded 0.1 g, so the sway washout effects became

rmjre readily apparent.

Accordingly, we have plotted the peak LSF versus the washout filter

frequency (w y) and washout attenuation factor (K y) on Figures 22a and

22b, respectively. Along with each of the data points is given the

consensus of comments among the pilots. First, notice the black points

which are those obtained during the roll tracking cases with reduced

inputs. The peaks seldom exceeded 0.1 G, and the general consensus of

pilot comments was vague. Only for very low values of Ky in Figure 22b

(which correspond to roll alone) did the LSF exceed 0.1 G, and there was

some comment about noticing the tilt cue or the "leans."

Considering next the open symbols for the rapid bank and return

maneuvers, it can be seen that when the lateral specific force peaks

exceed about 0.1 G there were distinct comments that had some correla-

tion with the task variables. (Crossplots of these effects will be

shown later.)

It is inferred from careful study of these runs and related comments

that, when lateral specific force peaks lie below about 0.1 G, the LSF

effects are at best only vaguely perceived, and at worst are inconsis-

tent. This hypothesis may help explain some of tiae apparently inconsis-

tent result.; from other investigators, where the lateral specific force

peaks are known to itave been less than 0.1 G (e.g., Shirley, 1968;

Stapleford et al. 1969). Others (e.g., Sinacort, 1978; Hofmann and

Riedel, 1979) have suggest2d that such an "indifference threshold"

s,,uld be operational on lateral specific force cues. More recently,

Roark and un er (1980) have shown that the threshold of detectable tilt
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cues is about 4-9 deg (0.07-0.15 G y), while tracking. Our data agree

with their findings.

Ti'i findings have important consequences for the design and inter-

pretation of experiments involving lateral motions. If the expected LSF

cues are less than 0.1 G, the experiment may be expected to encounter

confused pilot commentary. If the small cues are used in important ways

for coordination and for detection of certain types of failure, then

such small levels might be worth investigating. On the other hand, if

the lateral specific force cues are greater than 0.1 G, they will surely

be noticed and used, and if they are due to motion-base artifacts they

may affect the results in a negative manner.

Gathering and sifting those cases where the motion cues were strong

enough to give significant commentary, the correlations shown in Figure

23 summarize the consensus from this experiment. Figure 23 represents a

"subjective commentary map," wherein the coordinates are washout fre-

quency along the abscissa and attenuation factor as the ordinate. The

bottom left corner represents fully coordinated free flight. Regions of

distinct subjective effects are denoted by the fuzzy boundaries and

paraphrased comments.

It is noted that a good portion of the desirable washout parameters

(values of Ky near 1.0 and wy < 0.2 rad/sec) exceed the travel limits nf

the simulator. A barely acceptable region was observed for Ky = 0.3-0.6

and wy = 0.2-0.4 rad/sec, where the LSF miscues are small enough and the

peaks are not unduly delayed with respect to the roll angles to cause

apparent distortion.

Consider next the "leans" region (at the top of Fig. 23b) where the

sway attenuation is reduced towards zero, implying no sway motion what-

soever. In these cases the motions approach roll-only, and the tilt cue

is closely in phase with the roll angle. Hence, there is little confu-

sion between the source of the lateral specific force and the observed

roll angles. We call this syndrome of effects "the leans" because the

pilots are aware that the perceived LSF is due to the spurious tilt

cues.
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At the bottom right of Figure 23, the attenuation factor is nearly

unity, high washout frequencies are present, and the "delayed side

force" effect (noted earlier in Figure 16) was apparent. Here, the side

force peak, even though small, was delayed with respect to the roll

angle peak. This distortion seemed to cause disconcerting motion

effects, because it is harder to assimilate into the pilot's experience

with aircraft. Finally, at the right center there is a large range of

undesirable properties where the washout filter frequencies are on the

order of 1.0 rad/sec and attenuation was large (Ky = 0.5-0.9), which

produced highly distorted lateral motion cues. In several runs the

pilots claimed that the spurious cues were like those of a student pilot

putting improper inputs into the rudder pedals. The obvious conclusion

from Figure 23 is that it is difficult to achieve an aczeptable degree

of washout within the ±10 ft confines of the LAMARS. This conclusion is

not inconsistent with experience of other aircraft simulations both on

the LAMARS and elsewhere. So much landscape is required to reduce the

spurious lateral specific force cues below 0.1 G that acceptable sway

simulation can seldom be afforded in a practical simulator.

ONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are drawn from Experiment II:

1) There is an excellent tie-in between the Dynamic Environ-
mental Simulator and the LAMIARS simulations when the same
roll-only cases are simulated.

2) The military pilots of Experiment II and trained non-
pilots from Experiment I showed nearly identical behavior

and performance, implying universality of adaptation and
results. However, the pilots needed much less training
time than the non-pilots due to their previous flight
experience. This emphasizes one advantage of using actual
pilots in such basic research - the amount of training
time necessary to obtain valid results can often be re-
duced by an order of magnitude when real pilots are used,
thereby offsetting their scarcity and expense.
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3) Both step and random tracking gave rise to spurious
lateral motion cues (the turn-coordinated free-flight case
would have none) which were fuzzily categorized as "out
of phase," "like a student on the rudder pedals," etc.
Analysis showed these to be roughly correlated by time-
and frequency-response parameters related to Ky and wy.

4) Neither the roll tracking behavior nor error performance
were significantly affected by a variety of lateral sway
-ashouts.

5) Pilot comments were consistent only when the peak lateral
specific forces exceeded about 0.1 G. Pilots noticed
"leans" (tilt effects) and "delayed side forces" (delays
between peak roll angles and peak side forces).

6) A nonlinear beam washout filter (working on computed sway
states) reduced the rate of soft-stop encounters, at the
expense of occasional, smooth lateral-specific-force (a )
peaks, but otherwise did not affect behavior or perfoY-
mance. It promises to provide an adaptive washout which
does not need to be "fine tuned" to avoid hitting stops
while minimizing spurious washout artifacts. Addition-
ally, it should be especially useful during training,
where motion cue usage is changing.

7) These results imply that sway motions well over ±10 ft
should be provided to reduce lateral motion miscues to
acceptable levels wherever lateral specific force cues are
of research interest.

It would be valuable to find and simulate exactly some real-

world tasks in which th- free-flight motions would be under ±10 ft, such

as aerial refueling or shipboard VTOL landing. Our hypothesis would

predict that unless the peak lateral specific forces would exceed 0.1 G

(unlikely) the lateral motion cues would not be of significant value in

the task, in that the pilot's dynamic behavior would be essentially

unchanged.
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APPENDIX

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE NONLINEAR
WASHOUT FILTER

Figure A-1 contains a functional block diagram of the roll-sway

washout filters. The break frequency of the sway washout filter, wy,

was programmed to vary, on-line, according to the following non-linear

control laws:

wy = f[cy(y + + y)2 + (wyo - W y)]dt (A-i)

and

SYmax for w y > WYmax

y= Wy for wYo < WY < WYmax (A-2)

W Yo for Wy < wyo

ycab Lateral
qoII-Swoy Washout Filters Spe

-- + 0~a a-'" ca

!- F Ig~ 2I E-n I- Yob

Roll Washout Roll Sway Washout With Sway
Adaptive Break Frequency:
'Py = f (YiY,"yo)

Figure A-I. Functional Block Diagram of the Nonlinear
Roll-Sway Washout Filters
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The integration in Eq. A-I is held up when wy exceeds any of the

limits defined in Eq. A-2.

The rationale behind varying w y as described above is to increase

the constraint against the lateral movement of the simulator as its pre-

dicted position moves farther away from the center position. The pro-

cedure can be thought of as a centering spring with a variable spring

constant. Earlier versions of this nonlinear washout approach were

reported by Parrish (1975).

The values of the parameters in Eqs. A-i and A-2 can be set based

on the physical limits of the simulator (maximum roll angle, 4max'

and lateral sway, Ymax ) , and the values of K and Ky (see Fig. A-I).

Expressions for wYmax and cy are presented below without proof.

=Ymax [gK Ky Ymax 1 /2 (A-3)

cy= WYmax/Y 2max (A-4)

The value of wYo should be set to some small positive value (e.g.,

less than 0.1 rad/sec) such that negligible sway phase distortion occurs

at crossover frequencies near 1 rad/sec. The nominal values for these

parameters for the experiments described in this report were:

W Yo W 0.050 rad/sec

cy = 0.010 rad/ft
2-sec 2

WYmax = 0.50 rad/sec
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